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In the first year, a blind-guide cane 
system (including a fingerprint verification 
algorithm) and a vision-based robot are 
designed and implemented. The blind-guide 
cane system that we have developed can 
provide the visual impaired persons with 
useful audio-guiding information at several 
reference sites in the campus. In addition, it 
can be integrated with the proposed 
fingerprint verification system and the 
in-campus monitoring system to facilitate the 
visual impaired persons’ entrance of the gates. 
In the robot design, an omni-directional 
mechanism and an omni-directional vision 
are constructed so that the implemented 
robot can move in any direction and acquire 
the environmental information for securing 
the robot’s motion. In the future, we will 
integrate the blind-guide cane system, the 
omni-directional robot as well as the systems 
developed by the other projects in order to 
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/write base station IC(U2270B)輸出125KHz
之載波，並反覆偵測read/write base station 
IC (U2270B)的訊號。當 read/write base 
station IC (U2270B) 偵 測 到 導 盲 磚 內
Transponder IC 之 代 碼 訊 號 時 ， 會 由
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                (a)                                       (b) 
圖八、(a)有導盲磚的全方位原始影像。(b)導盲磚的影像辨識結果。 
 




       
圖十、導盲杖導引系統與導盲機器人之整合 
